
Sermon for Sunday, November 25, 
“Kingdom Come” 

 
It's Christ the King Sunday, the last Sunday in the ecclesiastical year, the last Sunday in ordinary time before we begin 

our season of Advent.  This was a later addition to the liturgical calendar, being added on in 1925, and it's kind of a curious 
one.... 

Kingship is a strange concept for us to wrap our minds around today.  Of course we know what it means, but the context 
for us as Americans and as Presbyterians means that we participate in an entirely different system of government.  Our 
representative democracy is run altogether differently from a kingdom.  To us, then, this term is a bit antiquated.  It harkens 
back to a time when the world was made up of empires, run by kings and queens.   

Rev. Dr. Lauren Winner, our women's retreat guest speaker for this past January, came to join us at the Marianist retreat 
center to share insights from her book "Wearing God."  Her central thesis claims that there are a number of biblical 
metaphors used to express the character of God that are hard to grasp today.  God as King makes up one of those tropes, 
and she urges her audience to push back on that kind of imagery by considering underused and updated metaphors 
instead.  The central chapters explore alternatives to the oft overused ones, suggesting that God can be seen in things like 
laughter, and clothing.  She is pushing her readers to re-introduce themselves to God in terms that relate more aptly to images 
of contemporary familarity.   

We can see the Lord God Almighty sitting atop a throne in the heavens.  We can imagine Jesus, our Prince of Peace 
wearing a paradoxically symbolic crown of thorns.  These are images we are acquainted with and know well.  It's just that 
these images don't hit home in the exact way they likely would have for those who were actually subjects in a kingdom.  For 
instance, the term shepherd was known to have political overtones- in Israel it was used as a common metaphor for 
kings.  John's use of the term followers in the Gospel text pulls on that meaning- Christ's kingship was endorsed by willing 
disciples, sheep following their chosen shepherd.  Other kings have subjects with rulership thrust upon them.  The Shepherd 
king not only ruled an entirely different kind of kingdom, but he ruled with love instead of force.  Rich language like that 
gets lost in translation, so for our contemporary situation, we do not receive that term with the depth of meaning intended.   

Christ is King, but what does that really mean for us today? How does this defining role change our Lord's identity in a 
way that is more impactful than just setting a crown atop his head? Antiquated or anachronistic though these images may 
be, they persist because there is something right about them. In them there is some kernel, some kind of truth that can't quite 
be shaken.  

Jesus does wear a crown of thorns, and our High King of Heaven does reign supreme throughout eternity.  For this, 
Jesus was sent into this world, but paradoxically, he also proclaims that his kingdom is not of this world.  Painting these 
pictures mixes two worlds, in a way.  Two worlds, two courts, two kingdoms: earth and heaven.   

Recently, I have been leading a monthly bible study on Heaven with some of our members who live at both Aberdeen 
Heights and the Gatesworth.  Our explorations of biblical passages that describe Heaven have been challenging and thought 
provoking- but I have been hearing something interesting from each group.  Consistently, one of our members claims that 
heaven is not a place that we await, it is more than a reserved table set apart for the afterlife.  Heaven, as some of our elders 
attest, is a state of being in this world.  

A clearer cut dualism of earth on this side of the grave with heaven on the other side is easier to grasp than the murky 
metaphysics of heaven on earth.  I can't help but think that this was the crux of Jesus' message, however.  The paradoxical 
truth wrapped up in a lowly servant king born to us to die and rise again.  To usher in the true kingdom amongst all the other 
kingdoms.  To be the way, the truth and the life in a world of tough roads, deceit, and death.   

Everyday we wake up, turn on the tv, check our phones, check our news apps and websites, there is more evidence of 
brokenness.  Shootings, natural disasters taking more and more lives, deep political unrest.  These headlines are broken up 
with news of the Macy's thanksgiving day parade, Black Friday sales, box office hits we all want to catch while we have a 
few days off work... all offering up the numbing agents of consumerism and escapism our culture promotes to keep spirits 
up.  I watched the parade, and I saw a great movie I'd been waiting to see for about a month on Black Friday.  I do these 
things because I enjoy them- but thankfully I also know that my spirits are not reliant upon the unsustainable fills of pleasure 
to keep me going.  You all know that too... 

That's what we are doing here today.  We come to church because we seek the fruits of the kingdom that come from 
our Good Shepherd King alone.  The unending joy we receive in the Spirit, the deep comfort we experience from our rock 
and redeemer... these are truths we trust and believe and these truths give us courage to face the fallen kingdoms we inhabit 
and contend with daily.  



 
 
 
Christ is an alternative king offering salvation in a broken world. His kingdom has come, and we pray in supplication 

according to his teachings, that it will continue to come again and again with each new day, with each new age... "Thy 
kingdom come, thy will be done, on earth as it is heaven."  Every morning dawns bounding with possibility.  Every age is 
born anew equally as alive with potential as before.  Days and eras present options for God's will to be done, or... not.  

Jesus' eternal kingship is never unseated.  His rule is as sure as the steadfast love of God- from age to age, it remains 
unwavering and unconditional.  Nevertheless, we are still living in this world, dealing with the ails of this day and this 
age.  To which our Hebrew text offers a message of comfort- all the earth's kings are human.  Even David- who was called 
by God to lead his people and was such a force of unsuspected strength- was also incredibly broken.  He was an adulterer, 
among other things, and was clearly just as afflicted with weakness and waywardness as all of God's other children.  In spite 
of that sin, God established a his covenant with the house of David.  

God's promises for the future of Israel were not dependent on perfect adherence to the law.  Christ's promises for all 
Gentiles was equally independent.  We do not have to earn the love of our King- it is given freely to us. We celebrate the 
receipt of that gift each Christmas season- which we are gearing up for right now.  But first, we mark our messiah as 
King.  The long awaited anointed one will come.  While we ceremoniously wait for the greatest promise of all time to be 
delivered upon, we do so in full faith that our God does not leave us hanging.  That little baby was to be a King, the King 
for all Time. Instead of waiting with fear and trepidation- we get to wait full of expectation and joy that the gift of grace is 
coming in the form of a baby who would grow into the crown set before him.  Today is a day to rejoice in that truth, to take 
heart in the promises of God, which have power enough to bring the kingdom of heaven to earth in  the form of a lowly 
servant king.  That is power unlike any other... one worth believing, one worth unending praise.  Praise be to Christ the 
King.   

Which brings us to the Lord's Prayer and that particularly famous line we pray: "thy kingdom come, thy will be done, 
on earth as it is in heaven."   Expressing these heartfelt sentiments says so many things all at the same time.  We profess 
God's sovereignty, but also petition for the benevolence of our Supreme Being to come into this world.  In itself that seems 
contradictory- there is sovereignty which isn't strong enough to be self-sufficient...? 

Or is it?  God's goodness does not hinge on our petitions.  The sovereignty of our Lord and Savior is indeed self 
sufficient.  It seems the separation between earth and heaven, of the two kingdoms, of the perfect power of God's goodness 
and of our fallen creation, is just that: the fall.  Our sin separates us from the kingdom granted to us in the Garden of 
Eden.  God's will is not always done for reasons other than a perceived lack of power on our Lord's part... it has a lot more 
to do with our own free will.   

We build up our own kingdoms, which are in need of God's kingdom work to set right.  We follow our own will, which 
needs some guidance from the good Lord to be nearly as good as it could be were it coming from the one Holy Creator, 
Sustainer and Redeemer.  We live in brokenness on earth, and the ideal hope of heaven is that in which we place our 
faith.  Not in perfection, but in redemption, resurrection hope, new creation.   

This kingdom is of a different order.  A divine kingdom, which has not yet fully come. Christ was the closest being to 
exist in between worlds, as the fullness of time, both God's son and the son of Adam.  In him, there became for us a new 
world.  A new covenant, a new hope, a new kingdom.  The kingdom we pray will come each day.   

Though it is not yet here, we are not to look at the fallen world on earth as evidence that Christ is not among us.  Rather, 
our true King reigns in our hearts and spirits.  We have not yet seen every knee bow and tongue confess that Christ is King- 
and until that day comes, we must wait.  We wait for the kingdom, but we live in the hope that Christ's is King even in our 
broken realms of power.   

A favorite hymn comes to mind.  "On Christ, the Solid Rock I stand..." To introduce yet another metaphor to our list of 
King and Judge, let's consider the rock.  So simple...yet so strong.  "All other ground is sinking sand."  Therein lies the power 
of this message.  Christ as King places trust in our Lord as our Rock and Redeemer, acknowledging that indeed all other 
ground is sinking sand.  No other gods, no other kings, no other ground, courts or kingdoms can rule our hearts and 
spirits.  Those belong to Christ alone, who will have victory in those realms forevermore.   

In closing... what is a crown but a kind of rock anyway...? Maybe not so easily equated, but go with me here.  The gold 
is a rare metal from the earth, a rock of sorts.  Fashioned into a malleable material...  

 Our King is not set above jurisdictions, per se, but judges in an entirely different court system.  Jesus is the Almighty 
Judge of his own kingdom, of God's kingdom, that is- all creation.  On this model, Jesus as Judge sits as divine council over 
all the world's courts, the courts of heaven.   

 
With peace and much love in Christ,  
Rev. Anastassia Sharpe 
Associate Pastor for Member Care at Ladue Chapel 
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